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Abstract 
The deficiencies of classical methods for uniform pseudorandom number generation have recently led to the 
development of alternative methods, such as nonlinear congruential methods. A particularly attractive nonlinear 
congruential method is the explicit inversive congruential method recently introduced by Eichenauer-Herrmann. We 
establish several new results on the structural and statistical properties of pseudorandom numbers generated by this 
method. These results demonstrate that this method is eminently suitable for the generation of parallel streams of 
pseudorandom numbers with desirable properties. 
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1. Introduction 
A basic task in the application of simulation methods is the generation of random samples that 
simulate a sequence of i.i.d. random variables sufficiently closely. In practical implementations, 
random samples are generated by a deterministic algorithm, and in this case we speak of 
pseudorandom numbers. We restrict the attention to the important case where the target distribu- 
tion is the uniform distribution on the interval I = [0, 11, i.e., to the case of uniform pseudorandom 
numbers. For background on uniform pseudorandom number generation we refer to the books of 
Knuth [9] and Niederreiter [12]. 
The classical methods for the generation of uniform pseudorandom numbers are the linear 
congruential method and shift-register methods. The pseudorandom numbers produced by these 
methods have well-known structural and statistical deficiencies which can be succinctly sum- 
marized by saying that the numbers show too much regularity; see Niederreiter [12] for a more 
detailed discussion. Interesting alternatives have recently been developed in the form of nonlinear 
congruential methods, and among these the recursive inversive congruential method and the explicit 
inversive congruential method are particularly promising. The latter method will be the main topic 
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of this paper. After briefly reviewing nonlinear congruential and inversive congruential methods, 
we establish several new results on the structural and statistical properties of pseudorandom 
numbers generated by the explicit inversive congruential method. These results are interesting from 
the practical point of view since they demonstrate that the explicit inversive congruential method 
can be used to generate many parallel streams of pseudorandom numbers with desirable proper- 
ties. This task is of increasing importance in the context of parallelized simulation methods 
(see PI). 
2. Inversive congruential methods 
We first describe the general family of nonlinear congruential methods which includes the 
inversive congruential methods to be discussed here and which was introduced by Eichenauer et al. 
[S]. The idea of this proposal was to improve randomness properties by working with nonlinear 
recursions. We choose a large prime p, such as p = 2 31-1 and then we generate a sequence 
YO,Yl, *** of integers in 2, = (0, 1, . . . ,p - l} by the recursion 
Y n+l =f(y,)modp for n =O,l, . . . . 
where the function f is selected in such a way that the sequence y,, y,, . . . is purely periodic with 
least period length per(y,) = p. Finally, we derive nonlinear congruential pseudorandom numbers 
x0,x1, ... by putting x, = y,/p for n = 0, 1, . . . . It is clear that the sequence x0,x1, . . . is purely 
periodic with least period length per(x,) = p. If 2, is identified with the finite field F, = Z/p2 of 
order p, then we may also describe the y, by the uniquely determined polynomial g E Fp[x] such 
that y, = g(n) for all n E F, and 1 < d: = deg(g) < p - 2. The case d = 1 yields a trivial and 
uninteresting generator, hence we can assume that 2 < d < p - 2. 
Inversive congruential methods use the operation of multiplicative inversion modulo p to achieve 
nonlinearity. For c E F, we define E E F, by C = c - ’ (i.e., the multiplicative inverse of c modulo p) if 
c # 0 and C = 0 if c = 0. This is the basic function for the two inversive congruential methods that 
are known at present. The first method is the standard inversive congruential method introduced 
by Eichenauer and Lehn [4] which, to distinguish it from the second method, may also be called 
the recursive inversive congruential method. Here we generate a sequence y,, y,, . . . of elements of 
2, by the recursion 
Y = aj,, + bmodp n+1 - for n = O,l, . . . , 
where a, b E F, are suitable constants, and we obtain pseudorandom numbers by setting x, = y,/p 
for n = O,l, . . . . According to a result of Flahive and Niederreiter [S], we have per(x,) = p if and 
only if the quotient of the roots of the polynomial x2 - bx - a over F, has multiplicative order 
p + 1 in the finite field with p2 elements. If this is the case, then the numbers x0,x1, . . . ,xP_ 1 run 
exactly through all rationals in [0, 1) with denominator p. Further theoretical results on the 
recursive inversive congruential method can be found in the survey article of Eichenauer- 
Herrmann [6] and in the book of Niederreiter [12, Ch. 81. 
The explicit inversive congruential method was recently introduced by Eichenauer-Herrmann [7]. 
Here we choose a, b E F, with a # 0 and explicitly define 
y, = an + b for n = 0, 1, . . . . 
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As before, pseudorandom numbers are derived by putting x, = y,/p for n = 0, 1, . . . . This method 
may also be viewed as a nonlinear congruential method (1) with feedback functionf(c) = C + a for 
c E F,. It is trivial that the sequence x0,x1, . . . is purely periodic with per(x,) = p. Consequently, 
the numbers x0,x1, _.. , xp_ 1 run exactly through all rationals in [0, 1) with denominator p. 
3. Structural properties 
Some insight into the structure of a purely periodic sequence y,,y,, . . . of elements of 2, (or, 
equivalently, of FP) with per(y,) = p can be gained from the lattice test. For a given dimension s we 
Put 
JL=(Y,,,Y,,+~, ...,Y~+~-~EFZ forn=O,L . . ..P- 1. (3) 
Then we say that the sequence y,, y,, . . . passes the s-dimensional lattice test if the vectorsy, - yo, 
n = 1,2, . . . ,p - 1, span the vector space F;. A result of Eichenauer et al. [3], in the formulation of 
Niederreiter [ 111, shows that if d = deg( g) as in Section 2, then a sequence y,, y,, . . . generated by 
the nonlinear congruential method passes the s-dimensional lattice test if and only if s < d. In 
particular, if the y, are given by (2), then the alternative formula y, = (an + b)pP2 for yt = 0, 1, . . . 
shows that d = deg( g) = p - 2, and so a sequence yo,y,, . . . generated by the explicit inversive 
congruential method passes the s-dimensional lattice test exactly for all s < p - 2, which is the 
optimal behavior under the lattice test in the family of nonlinear congruential methods. 
We now establish a strong nonlinearity property of the pointsy, in (3) obtained from the explicit 
inversive congruential method. Actually, we can work in the more general framework of parallel 
streams of sequences generated by (2). Thus, for al, . . . ,a,, bl, . . . , b, E F, with ai # 0 for 
i = 1,2, . . ..s we put 
y(i) _ 
n - Uin + bi for i = 1,2, . . . , s and n = 0, 1, . . . , (4) 
and we define 
z,, = (y,$‘), . . . . y,?)~ F; for y1 = O,l, . . . . 
where we view Fi as the s-dimensional affine space over F,. 
(5) 
Theorem 1. Ifb,&, . . . , b& E F, are distinct, then every hyperplune in F% contains at most s of the 
points zn = (y,!“, . . . , y,?), n = 0, 1, . . . ,p - 1, with y,!” . .. y,? # 0. If the hyperplune passes through 
the origin of Fi, then it contains at most s - 1 of these points z,,. 
Proof. Let the hyperplane H in Fi be given by C;= 1 Cjtj = co with co, . . . ,c, E F, and 
(c 1, -**, c,) # 0, where the tj are variables, and put W = F,\{ - blkil, . . . , - b,&). If n E W, then it 
follows from (4) and (5) that z,, E H if and only if 
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By clearing denominators, this is equivalent o 
jil cjifil (ain + bi) = CO fi (Uin + bi). 
i=l 
i#j 
For co # 0 this is a polynomial equation of degree s for rr which has at most s solutions in F,. If 
co = 0, i.e., if H passes through the origin of Fi, then from the above we get the polynomial 
equation 
jil cjifil taix + bi) = O* 
i#j 
The left-hand side has degree 6 s - 1, thus it suffices to show that the left-hand side is not the zero 
polynomial. If this were the case, then by considering a fixed k with ck # 0 and substituting 
X = - b&k We would obtain 
0 = ck fI ( - UibktZk + bi) = ck i Ui( - bkak + biai) Z 0, 
i=l i=l 
ifk ifk 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Note that the condition y,!” ... y,? # 0 in Theorem 1 eliminates exactly s values of IZ, namely 
IZ= -bl& , ***, - b,iis E F,. The result of Theorem 1 is optimal in the sense that there do exist 
hyperplanes in Fz through any s given points, and through any s - 1 given points if the hyperplane 
passes through the origin of F;. The condition in Theorem 1 that bliil, . . . , b,& E F, are distinct is 
needed, for if we had biai = bjaj for some 1 < i < j < S, then aiy$” = ajyi” for all n, and SO all 
points Z, lie on the hyperplane aiti - ajtj = 0. 
A special case of Theorem 1 yields information on the points Y,, in (3) if the numbers y, are 
generated by the explicit inversive congruential method (2). Note that for these y, we have 
yn+i-l = an + u(i - 1) + b 
for 1 d i < s and n > 0, and so the yn are obtained from the points zn in (5) if we set ai = a and 
bi = u(i - 1) + b for 1 < i < s in (4). If s < p, then the resulting elements bltil, . . . , b,ci, E F, are 
distinct, and so Theorem 1 holds for the pointsy,. An analogous result for pointsy, in (3) obtained 
by the recursive inversive congruential method was shown by Eichenauer-Herrmann [S]. 
Another interesting special case of Theorem 1, which is actually more general than that in the 
previous paragraph and relevant for parallelization, is obtained as follows. Choose an integer 
m 2 1 with gcd(m,p) = 1 and integers 0 d nl c n2 < .e. < n, <p and put 
~,=(Y,,+,,, . . ..ymn+&F. for n =U . . . . (6) 
where the y, are as in (2). The points u, are obtained from the points zn in (5) if we set Ui = am and 
bi = Uni + b for 1 < i < s in (4). Again, the resulting elements blGl, . . . , b,ii, E F, are distinct, and SO 
Theorem 1 holds for the points u,. 
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4. Statistical independence properties 
A standard test for the statistical independence of uniform pseudorandom numbers is the serial 
test which is based on the notion of discrepancy (see [12, Ch. 71 for the relevant background). For 
any N points t,,tl, ...,tN_l E I” = [0, l]“, s > 1, their discrepancy DN is defined by 
DN = SUP~EN(J) - v(J)I, 
J 
where the supremum is extended over all subintervals J of I”, EN(J) is N -’ times the number of 
0 d YE < N - 1 with t, E J, and V(J) denotes the volume of J. According to the law of the iterated 
logarithm for the discrepancy of random points in I”, DN should have an order of magnitude 
between N - lj2 and N-‘/2(loglogN)“2. 
Let now x0,x1, . . . be a sequence of pseudorandom numbers generated by the explicit inversive 
congruential method. Using the remark at the end of Section 2, it is easily seen that the one- 
dimensional discrepancy D, of x0, x1, . . . , xp_ 1 is given by D, = l/p. For s 2 2, Eichenauer- 
Herrmann [7] considered the discrepancy D, of the points 
(Xn+“l,X,+,,, . . . ,Xn+n,) E I”, n = O,l, . . . ,P - 1, 
whereO=n, <n2< ... < ~1, < p are fixed integers, and showed that D, = 0(p-“2(logp)“) with 
an absolute implied constant and that this bound is essentially best possible. With the choice 
Hi = i - 1 for 1 < i < s, this yields information on the standard serial test. 
We will establish discrepancy bounds for general parallel streams of explicit inversive congruen- 
tial pseudorandom numbers, both for the full period and for parts of the period. For the proofs we 
need several auxiliary results. Lemma 2 below is a special case of an inequality of Cochrane [l]. 
Lemma 2. For any prime p >, 5 and any integer N we have 
< $ plog p + (0.38)~ + 0.64. 
Proof. If p divides N, then the result is trivial, and if p does not divide N, then use Theorem 1 in [l] 
and note that d = 1 in the notation of this theorem. 0 
The next result is a variant of [12, Corollary 3.111. For a prime p 2 5 let C?(p) be the set of all 
nonzero h = (h,, . . . , h,) E 2” with 1 hi 1 < +p for 1 < i < s. The canonical additive character x of F, 
is defined by x(n) = e2nfin’p fo r n E F,. We write u - u for the standard inner product of u, u E R”. 
Lemma 3. Let p 2 5 be a prime and let wo, wl, . . . , wN_ 1 E Zg. Suppose the real number B is such that 
~;$;%(h.%)~ < B for all h E C,*(p). 
Then the discrepancy DN of the points p- ’ w,,, 0 < n < N - 1, satis$es 
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Proof. Follow the proof of [12, Corollary 3.111, but use Lemma 2 instead of [12, Eq. (3.13)]. 0 
The following lemma is a convenient form of the Bombieri-Weil bound for exponential sums 
which can be found in Moreno and Moreno [lo, Theorem 21. Let F, denote the algebraic closure 
of the field F, and FJx) the field of rational functions over F,. 
Lemma 4. Let Q/R be a rationalfunction over F, which is not of theform AP - A with A E F,(x). Let 
s be the number of distinct roots of the polynomial R in F,. Then we have 
= @) 
< (max(deg(Q), deg(R)) + s* - 2)~“~ + 6, 
flGF* 
R(n) # 0 
where s* = s and 6 = 1 if deg(Q) < deg(R), and s* = s + 1 and 6 = 0 otherwise. 
We now consider parallel streams of explicit inversive congruential pseudorandom numbers by 
letting the y!j’ be as in (4) and putting xz) = yf’/p for 1 d i d s and n > 0. For 1 d N 6 p let D$’ be 
the discrepancy of the points 
p-lz,=(xL”, . . . . xt’)EP, O<n<N-1. 
We first treat the case N = p, i.e., the case of the full period, for s > 2 (as remarked earlier in this 
section, the case s = 1 is easy). 
Theorem 5. If bltil, . . . , b& E F, are distinct and 2 < s < p, then for p > 5 we have 
Proof. For h =(hl, . . ..h.)~C:(p) put 
S(h) = 1 X(h *Z,) = C x . 
IEF, EF, 
If W is as in the proof of Theorem 1, then 
1 S(h)1 < s + i hiain + bi 
i=l 
where Q/R is the rational function over F, given by 
m=i hi 
R(x) i=laix + bi 
with R(X) = fi (six + bi). 
i=l 
We claim that Q/R is not of the form AP - A with a rational function A E Fp(x). For if we had 
Q KP K -_= - -- 
0 R L L 
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with polynomials K, L over FP and gcd(K, L) = 1, then 
LPQ = (KP-’ - LP-l)KR. (7) 
From gcd(K, L) = 1 it follows that Lp divides R, but since deg(R) = s < p, this can only hold if L is 
a nonzero constant polynomial. Since at least one hi is nonzero, the uniqueness of the partial 
fraction decomposition for rational functions implies that Q # 0. Then a comparison of degrees in 
(7) yields deg(Q) > deg(R), and this contradiction proves the claim. Thus we can apply Lemma 4, 
and this leads to 
IS(h)1 d (2s - 2)~“~ + s + 1 for all h E C:(p). (8) 
The rest follows from Lemma 3. 0 
Next we consider the discrepancy for parts of the period. Here the case s = 1 is already 
nontrivial. 
Theorem6. Ifblcil, . . . , b,& E F, are distinct and 1 < s < p, then for p 2 5 and 1 < N < p we have 
x 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5. For h = (h,, . . . , h,) E C,*(p) put 
N-l N-l 
S,(h) = c x(h.zn) = c x(m) 
n=O n=O 
with Y, = xi=, hiyi’ for n 2 0. Then 
S,(h) = Pi1 X(r n )Ni’ APi’ X(u(n - t)) 
n=O f=O Pu=o 
since the sum over t is 1 for 0 < n < N - 1 and 0 for N < n < n - 1. By rearranging terms, we get 
and so 
(9) 
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For 1 d u < p - 1 we have 
where Q/R is the rational function over F, given by 
Q(x)_ i i=l a,xhi b, + ux R(x) 1 I with R(X) = fi (six + bi). i=l 
We claim that Q/R is not of the form AP - A with a rational function A E ~Jx). For if we had 
Q KP K __= - __ 
0 R L L 
with polynomials K, L over Fe and gcd(K, L) = 1, then the argument following (7) shows that L is 
a nonzero constant polynomial. Thus 
Q = (elKP + e,K)R 
for suitable e1,e2 E Fe with ele2 # 0. Since deg(Q) = s + 1 and deg(R) = s, we conclude that 
deg(eIKP + e,K) = 1. The latter identity implies that deg(K) > 1, hence deg(eIKP + e2K) = 
pdeg(K) > 1, and this contradiction proves the claim. By Lemma 4 we get then 
“,c, Xkn + un) d GP 1’2 + 1) for 1 < u < p - 1. 
P 
Together with Lemma 2 this yields 
log p + (0.38)~ + 0.64 . 
By combining this with (8) and (9) we obtain 
IS,(h)1 < ;((2s - 2)~“~ + s + 1) + ~(2pl’~ + 1) -$logp + 0.38 + 7 
> 
for all h E C:(p), and an appncation of Lemma 3 yields the desired result. Cl 
The bounds in Theorems 5 and 6 have the form IIf) = O(p- 1/2(log p)“) and D$$) = 
0(N-‘p”2(logp)“f’), respectively, with absolute implied constants. These bounds show that, 
under the condition that b,til, . . . , b,G, E F, are distinct, the corresponding parallel streams of 
explicit inversive congruential pseudorandom numbers are statistically almost independent. 
The special cases considered in Section 3 are also of interest in the context of Theorems 5 and 6. 
Thus, if the y, are given by (2), then we get discrepancy bounds for the points p- ‘yn, 0 < n < N - 1, 
where they,, are as in (3), and for the points p -lo,, 0 d n < N - 1, where the u, are as in (6). If we 
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put m = 1 and n, = 0 in the latter case, then we get the discrepancy bound of Eichenauer- 
Herrmann [7] from our Theorem 5, even with an improvement on the coefficient of the main term. 
Eichenauer-Herrmann has informed the author of a result which shows that Theorem 5 is best 
possible up to the logarithmic factor. 
5. Conclusions 
It has been shown in this paper that pseudorandom numbers generated by the explicit inversive 
congruential method have very attractive features. These pseudorandom numbers possess the 
optimal nonlinearity property expressed in Theorem 1 and they show the best possible behavior 
under the lattice test. Special cases of Theorems 5 and 6 guarantee that these pseudorandom 
numbers pass the serial test and thus have desirable statistical independence properties. The 
discrepancy bounds are in good accordance with the law of the iterated logarithm for discrepan- 
cies. Furthermore, with the explicit inversive congruential method we can easily generate a large 
number of parallel streams of pseudorandom numbers that are almost statistically independent, as 
is demonstrated by Theorems 5 and 6, and we can therefore satisfy the requirements of Eddy [2] on 
random number generators for parallel processors. 
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